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1. The maximum gross weight is __________ lbs; and the maximum landing weight is _______ lbs. 

 

a.    4000; 3800 

b. 4200; 4000 

c. 4200; 4200 

 

2. Ascertain the correct airspeeds (MPH) for the safe operation of the aircraft at 4200 pounds: 

 

a. VSO  61      b.  VSO  61      c.   VSO    69 

 VS1  70  VS1  70  VS1    76 

 VR  70-75  VR  70-75  VR    80-85 

 VX(0 Flaps ) 81  VX(0 Flaps ) 81  VX(0 Flaps )    90 

 VX(25 Flaps) 80  VX(25 Flaps) 85  VX(25 Flaps)    90 

 VY    91   VY   91  VY              105 

 Cruise Climb 104  Cruise Climb     104  Cruise Climb     120 

 VLO(RETRACT) 115  VLO(RETRACT) 109  VLO(RETRACT) 125 

 VLE  146  VLE  127  VLE  150 

 VA(MGW)  146  VA(MGW)  127  VA(MGW)  146 

 VA(2743 #) 120  VA(2743 #) 120  VA(2743 #) 133 

 VFE (10 DEG) 160  VFE (10 DEG) 160  VFE (10 DEG) 160 

 VFE (25 DEG) 140  VFE (25 DEG) 140  VFE (25 DEG) 140 

 VMCA    70  VMCA    70  VMCA     80 

 VYSE  105  VYSE  105  VYSE              105 

 VSSE    90  VSSE    90  VSSE    90 

 SE App  105  SE App  105  SE App  105 

 Max XC 15  Max XC 15  Max XC   15 

 VNO  192  VNO  190  VNO  190 

 VNE  217  VNE  189  VNE  217 

 

3. The fuel system consists of two interconnected tanks in each wing containing _________ 

pounds/gallons of fuel;  _________ pounds/gallons are usable.  An electric fuel pump is provided in 

case of engine driven pump failure.  The fuel selector has three positions.  From front to back, these 

are:  ________, _________, and _________. 

 

a. 606 pounds/ 101 gallons; 588 pounds/ 98 gallons; OFF, ON, CROSS FEED 

b. 588 pounds/ 98 gallons; 558 pounds/ 93gallons; ON, OFF, CROSS FEED 

c. 528 pounds/ 88 gallons; 498 pounds/ 83gallons; LEFT, RIGHT, OFF 

 

4. The landing gear is a fully retractable tricycle system utilizing an electric powered hydraulic power 

pack.  The landing gear are held down by _______________ and held up by _______________ .  The 

amber NOT SAFE light illuminates whenever the gear is _________ or __________________ .  The 

emergency extension releases the _____________ allowing the gear to free-fall. 

 

a. down locks; up locks; in transit; not down and locked; uplocks 

b. over center braces; hydraulic pressure; in transit; not down and locked; hydraulic pressure 

c. down locks; hydraulic pressure, in transit; not down and locked; hydraulic pressure 
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5. Inflight, when either throttle is closed below _____ inches MAP and the landing gear is up, the 

landing gear ___________ and __________________ activate.  Additionally when on the ground, the 

same action occurs with the gear selector _______ and the squat switch ____________. 

 

a. 15; warning horn; amber warning light; UP; closed 

b. 14; warning horn; red warning light; UP; open 

c. 13; warning horn; red warning light; neutral; extended  

 

6. The environmental system provides heating, ventilating and defrosting to the cabin.  The heating and 

defrosting systems obtain their air flow from a _____________.  The defrost system has a 

___________ for ground operation when the defrost lever is placed in the Full On or High position, 

controlled by that handle.  For maximum defrost operations, cabin heat should be turned 

___________ and the defroster should be ___________. 

 

a. heat exchanger; blower; OFF; FULL ON 

b. gas heater; blower; ON; ON 

c. gas heater; blower; OFF; Full Clockwise 

 

7. The propellers are counter-rotating, constant speed, controllable pitch, full feathering Hartzell 

propellers operated by oil and nitrogen pressure.  Oil moves the blades toward the ___________ pitch 

position while nitrogen moves the blades toward the ____________ pitch position.  

__________________ un-feathers the propeller. 

 

a. low pitch/high RPM;  high pitch/low RPM; Moving the propeller control forward and 

engaging the starter 

b. high pitch/low RPM; low pitch/high RPM;  Moving the propeller control forward 

c. low pitch/high RPM;  high pitch/low RPM; Engaging the starter 

 

8. The stall speed of a 4200 lbs. aircraft in a 15
o
 bank, gear and  flaps extended is: 

 

a. 74 

b. 69  

c. 71 

 

9. With an empty weight of 2795 pounds and a moment of 237,513 inch-pounds, include a full fuel load 

and 400 pounds of pilot and copilot.  The aircraft center of gravity is at or near its ______________. 

 

a. forward limit 

b. middle of envelope 

c. aft limit 
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Use the following information for Questions 10 - 12: 

 

Weight (pounds)      Arm (inches)        Moment (in-lbs) 

Aircraft Basic Empty 

Weight 

2795 84.98 237,513 

Pilot & Copilot 340 85.5  

Middle Passenger(s) 340 118.1  

Rear Passengers(s) 100 155.7  

Forward Baggage 70 22.5  

Aft Baggage 0 178.7  

Zero Fuel Weight    

Fuel (max useable 93 

gal) 

 93.6  

Ramp Weight    

Take-Off Weight    

Max Landing Weight    

 

IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PILOT TO ASCERTAIN THAT THE AIRPLANE ALWAYS 

REMAINS WITHIN THE ALLOWABLE WEIGHT VS CENTER OF GRAVITY ENVELOPE WHILE 

IN FLIGHT. 

 

10. What is the ramp weight and arm with full fuel? 

 

a. 4200 pounds; 89.48 inches 

b. 4203 pounds; 89.49 inches 

c. 4205 pounds; 89.50 inches 

 

11. What would you do to achieve Maximum Gross Takeoff Weight based on the conditions above? 

a. remove some baggage 

b. remove some fuel 

c. do a normal run-up as Gross Weight will be within limits prior to takeoff 

d. Any of the above 

 

12.  As you burn fuel during the flight, the CG moves in which direction? 

 

a.  aft 

b. remains the same 

c. forward  

 

13. When loading the aircraft with 6 occupants, you should load the rear baggage compartment to 

capacity first. 

 

a. True 

b. False 

 

14.   Starting with full fuel and cruising at 65% power, what is the endurance with Aero Club fuel 

reserves? 

 

a. 4+06 hours 

b. 4+10 hours 

c. 4+22 hours 
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15.   The 65% power setting at 7000 feet pressure altitude, 43.8
0
F OAT, is _______ MAP and _______ 

RPM. 

 

a. 22.10; 2300 

b. 21.30; 2400 

c. 21.46; 2400 

 

16. The above power setting will provide a true airspeed of __________ mph? 

 

a. 158 

b. 181 

c. 185 

 

17. The single engine service ceiling for a 4000 pound aircraft with the left engine inoperative is 

___________ feet density altitude. 

 

a. 3650 

b. 5200 

c. 6000 

 

18. The Accelerate/Stop Distance for a 4000 pound aircraft, 1000 feet pressure altitude, 70
0
 F, 10 mph 

headwind, is __________ feet? 

 

a. 1725 

b. 2150 

c. 2300 

                  

19. The normal procedure take-off distance over a 50 foot barrier for a 4000 pound aircraft, at 1000 feet 

pressure altitude, standard temperature, 0
0
 flaps, no wind is ________ feet; the lift off speed is 

_________ mph and the barrier speed is ________ mph. 

 

a. 1550; 61; 73 

b. 1620; 80; 85 

c. 1500; 80; 85  

 

20. The maximum climb performance for a 4000 pound aircraft, at 1000 foot density altitude, with both 

engines operating is ________ feet per minute at _________ mph airspeed.  Under the same 

conditions, the rate of climb for a 4200 pound aircraft with the gear down is ___________ and the 

airspeed is ______ mph. 

 

a. 1300; 105; 1050; 92 

b. 1400; 104; 1000; 105 

c. 1350; 104; 975; 92 

 

21. The single engine climb rate for a 3700 pound aircraft at 1000 feet density altitude, is _________ feet 

per minute at ________ mph airspeed.  The multiengine rate of climb under the same conditions is 

________ feet per minute.  This represents a __________ percent lost of performance.  

 

a. 295; 102; 1550; 81 

b. 175; 105; 1475; 80 

c. 350; 105; 1500; 80 
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22. The normal landing distance for a 3800 pound aircraft, 1000 feet pressure altitude, standard temp, 

with 10 knots of headwind, is _________ feet to clear the 50 foot obstacle with _______ feet of 

ground roll using a _______ mph approach speed. 

 

a. 900; 520; 67 

b. 1075; 520; 87 

c. 1100; 475; 87 

 

23. Maintain at least __________ when practicing __________.   

 

a. 3,500 feet AGL; Vmc  maneuvers 

b. 2,500 feet AGL; stalls 

c. 1,500 feet AGL; ground reference maneuvers 

 

24.  Prior to engaging the autopilot in flight in the Heading Pre-Select mode, which of the following steps 

are necessary: 

1) Nav App Coupler – Heading 

2) Cage Directional Gyro 

3) Course Selector – Heading 

4) Roll Command Knob – Center 

5) Heading Lock Button – Engage 

6) Roll Engage Switch – Engage 

7) Ball Centered 

 

a. 1,3,4,5,6,7 

b. 1,2,3,4,6,7 

c. 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 

 

25.  In order to accomplish a coupled ILS approach, the autopilot must be in the Altitude Mode; Radio 

Coupler in the Loc Nom Mode and the aircraft under the glide path for _________ seconds.  Upon 

intercepting the glide path, a ___________ annunicator light will indicate the autopilot is coupled to 

the glide path. 

 

a. 30; green 

b. 20; green 

c. 20; amber 

 

 

 


